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WORD LIST 

 These are the words from HCOB 30 June 71RD, EXPANDED GREEN FORM 
40RF. 

 These words should be cleared on the PC before the Expanded Green Form 40RF 
is actually assessed, per HCOB 9 Aug. 78 II, CLEARING COMMANDS. 

 The staff auditor or intern must have received high-crime checkouts from Qual on 
the above references before clearing these words on a PC. (Ref: HCO PL 8 Mar. 66, 
KSW Series 13, HIGH CRIME) 

 The auditor uses Method 5 Word Clearing when clearing these words on the PC. 

 This word list need only be cleared once in the PC's auditing if it was correctly 
cleared the first time. 

 The fact of having cleared this word list on the PC must be noted in the 
appropriate place in the PC's folder. (Ref: HCOB 30 Oct. 87, Auditor Admin Series 6RA, 
THE YELLOW SHEET) 

____________ 



WORDS FROM THE EXPANDED GREEN FORM 40RF 

A, about, acted, after, alcohol, an, and, another, antagonistic, anxious, any, anything, 
ARC, ARC break, ARC breaks, are, arm, as, asked, attain, attained, attainments, attested, 
audited, auditing, auditor 

Be, because, been, before, being, beliefs, benefits, between, body, bones, break, breaks, 
broken, by, bypassed 

Cast, change, clear, committing, communication, concerned, condition, connected, 
connections, continue, continuous, continuously, crime, curious, current, currently 

Damaged, decay, dental, Dianetic, Dianetic Clear, Dianetics, disabled, disclosed, disease, 
dislike, do, doing, done, don't, doubts, drug, drugs, drunk 

Earlier, Eastern, electric, electronic, else, engrams, environment, erase, ever, 
evil, exercise, exercises 

Fail, failed, falsely, family, fixed, F/Ns, for, former, from 

Gains, going, goofing, grade, grades 

Had, harming, has, have, held, here, hidden, hold, hostile, hypnosis, hypnotism 

Ideas, ill, illnesses, implanted, implanting, impulse, in, incomplete, indicated, 
indoctrinations, infectious, intention, is, it 

Job 

Keep, keep on, knowing 

Levels, life, lifetime, lose, lying 

Make, many, medical, medicine, meditation, mental, mentally, meter, missing, 
misunderstoods 

Never, no, not 

Of, on, one, or, OT, other, others, out, over, overt, overts, overwhelmed 



Pain, pain-drug-hypnosis, part, parts, people, persisting, person, physically, post, power, 
practiced, practices, practicing, pretending, prior, problem, problems, protesting, 
psychiatric, psychiatrist, psychology, PTS, purpose, purposes 

R6EW, really, reasons, receive, refusing, religions, removed, restimulated, right, 
rites, rudiments, run 

Same, scientific, Scientologist, Scientology, secrets, seeking, self-auditing, sent, 
seriously, service facsimiles, session, sessions, shock, some, someone, spells, 
spiritual, suppressed 

Take, taken, taken part in, talking, techniques, the, them, then, therapy, there, 
this, thought, thrill, to, tone, tone arm, tooth, training, trouble 

Unannounced, understanding, un-flat, unrevealed 

Valence, victim 

Want, went, what, wins, witchcraft, with, withhold, wrong 

Yoga, you, your 
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